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Abstract

Hoffman and Schwartz [HS78] developed the Lattice Polyhedron model and proved that it
is totally dual integral (TDI), and so has integral optimal solutions. The model generalizes many
important combinatorial optimization problems such as polymatroid intersection, cut covering
polyhedra, min cost aborescences, etc., but has lacked a combinatorial algorithm. The problem
can be seen as the blocking dual of Hoffman’s Weighted Abstract Flow (WAF) [Hoff74] model,
or as an abstraction of ordinary Shortest Path and its cut packing dual, so we call it Weighted
Abstract Cut Packing (WACP). We develop the first combinatorial algorithm for WACP, based
on the Primal-Dual Algorithm framework. The framework is similar to that used in [MMc08]
for WAF, in that both algorithms depend on a relaxation by a scalar parameter, and then need
to solve an unweighted “restricted” subproblem. The subroutine to solve WACP’s restricted
subproblem is quite different from the corresponding WAF subroutine. The WACP subroutine
uses an oracle to solve a restricted abstract cut packing/shortest path subproblem using greedy
cut packing, breadth-first search, and an update that achieves complementary slackness. This
plus a standard scaling technique yields a polynomial combinatorial algorithm.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

A fundamental problem in polyhedral combinatorics is deciding which linear programs have guar-
anteed integer optimal solutions. The canonical example here is the Max Flow/Min Cut Theorem
[FF56], where integrality stems from the matrices being totally unimodular (TUM). But TUM is
too strong in the sense that essentially only network flow LPs are TUM [Sey80].

A more general tool for this has been the concept of total dual integrality (TDI) [Sch03], where
LPs with specially structured RHSs (often submodular) can be proven to have integral optimal solu-
tions. Development of polynomial algorithms to solve TDI problems has lagged behind the theoret-
ical results, although there have been some recent successes: Submodular Function Minimization
[Mc06] and Bisubmodular Function Minimization [MF10].

A key example of a TDI but not TUM class of LPs is the classic “path packing” version of Max
Flow/Min Cut. Hoffman [Hoff74] found a way to get an abstract version of this, and an algorithm
for solving Weighted Abstract Flow (WAF) was finally developed in [MMc08].

WAF abstracts “paths” as subsets of elements (e.g., arcs). It is well-known that s-t cuts can be
characterized as the minimal subsets of elements that hit (have non-empty intersection with) every
s-t path (and vice versa), so that minimal paths and cuts are blocking clutters [Fulk71]. In [Hoff78]
Hoffman worked out that the blocking clutter of abstract paths are an abstraction of cuts that arise
in Lattice Polyhedra [HS78].

The blocking dual of the classic path packing version of Max Flow is a cut packing LP that is
well-understood to be the dual LP to a formulation of Dijkstra Shortest Path. In this sense we can
view Lattice Polyhedra as generalizing Shortest Path in the same sense that WAF generalizes Max
Flow. We call this problem Weighted Abstract Cut Packing (WACP).

Thus it is natural to ask for an algorithm for WACP to go with the [MMc08] algorithm for
WAF. The main result in this paper is such an algorithm. Like the WAF algorithm, it is based on
the Primal-Dual framework. This framework requires a subalgorithm for solving the corresponding
unweighted problem. For WAF such a subalgorithm was given by [Mc95]; for WACP, Frank [Fr99]
gives such an algorithm. In each case we need to generalize the unweighted algorithm to solve a
so-called restricted problem, which is non-trivial. These algorithms can be seen as special cases of
the framework developed in [ACM91]. This extended abstract omits most proofs and figures.

1.2 The WACP Model

Given a binary matrix B ∈ {0,1}|L |×|E|, a “cost function” c ∈ Z|E|+ and a “rank function” r ∈ Z|L |+ ,
define P(B,r) := {x∈R|E| | Bx≥ r, x≥ 0}. We are interested in finding optimal (integral) solutions
of the primal-dual pair of linear programs

(P) min{cT x | x ∈ P(B,r)}, and (D) max{rT y | BT y≤ c, y≥ 0}.

Such covering and packing problems are NP-hard in general. However, if P(B,r) is a lattice poly-
hedron (defined below), Hoffman and Schwartz [HS78] prove that the underlying system of linear
inequalities is TDI, implying that P(B,r) has only integral vertices. Each row i∈L is the incidence
vector of a subset Si ⊆ 2E , and so we identify L with a family of subsets L ⊆ 2E .

Definition 1.1 (Lattice polyhedron [HS78]). P(B,r) is a lattice polyhedron if the row set L forms
a lattice L = (L ,�,∧,∨) such that r is supermodular on L , and L satisfies
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(C1) i≺ j ≺ k implies Si∩Sk ⊆ S j for all i, j,k ∈L (then we call (L ,�) consecutive), and

(C2) (Si∨S j)∪ (Si∧S j)⊆ Si∪S j for all i, j ∈L .

Note that a consecutive lattice is submodular if and only if each column of B is submodular, i.e.,
iff for each non-negative x ∈ R|E|+ the extension of x to L via x(S) := ∑e∈S xe satisfies

(Sub) x(S)+ x(T )≥ x(S∨T )+ x(S∧T ) ∀S,T ∈L .

We say that a consecutive lattice is submodular if (Sub) is satisfied, and modular if (Sub) is satisfied
with equality.

Note that a lattice polyhedron generalizes a polymatroid (given by a supermodular rank function
defined on the Boolean lattice (2E ,⊆,∪,∩)), since the Boolean lattice is easily seen to be consecu-
tive and modular. Beside polymatroids, lattice polyhedra also cover various other classical discrete
structures such as the intersection of polymatroids, cut covering polyhedra, min cost aborescences,
etc. (see [Sch03]).

Example 1.1. Let G = (V,E) be a (directed or undirected) graph with source s and sink t and
consider the collection L (G) = {δ (S)⊆ E | s ∈ S⊆V, t /∈ S} of all s-t cuts in G (as usual, δ (S) :=
{(u,v) ∈ E | u ∈ S, v 6∈ S}). Note that L (G) forms a consecutive submodular lattice with respect
to the ordering δ (S) � δ (T )⇐⇒ S ⊆ T ∀S,T ⊆ V . Thus, with constant rank function r ≡ 1 the
LPs (P) and (D) are the ordinary shortest s-t path and its dual cut packing problems.

Thus we call the primal linear program (P) an abstract shortest path problem, and its dual
(D) a weighted abstract cut packing problem (WACP). Even though efficient algorithms exist for
all of the examples of WACP mentioned above, [HS78]’s TDI result does not have an algorithm.
The most general algorithm to this point is Frank’s two-phase greedy algorithm [Fr99] for lattice
polyhedra with monotone rank function, which requires that r satisfies the monotonicity property
i� j =⇒ r(i)≤ r( j) ∀i, j ∈L . Note that this property is satisfied for the unweighted case where
r ≡ 1, but not for the polymatroid intersection case. Here we develop an algorithm for lattice
polyhedra in general, i.e., where r is not necessarily monotone.

2 Preliminaries

We call D ∈ L a cut, and any y ∈ RL a cut packing. Each cut packing induces a mass on each
element, denoted by y(e) := ∑D3e yD. Thus y is feasible iff y ≥ 0 and y(e) ≤ ce for all e ∈ E. If
y(e) = ce we say that e is tight (w.r.t. y). Any x ∈ RE is a primal vector, which induces a mass on
each D via x(D) = ∑e∈D xe. Then x is feasible iff x ≥ 0 and x(D) ≥ rD for all D ∈ L . Suppose
that y is a feasible cut packing. Then x ≥ 0 and y are jointly optimal iff (OPT i) x(D) ≥ rD for all
D ∈L ; (OPT ii) yD · (x(D)− rD) = 0 for all D ∈L ; and (OPT iii) xe · (ce−y(e)) = 0 for all e ∈ E.
Condition (OPT i) is just primal feasibility, and (OPT ii–iii) are complementary slackness.

2.1 Accessing the Abstract Network via an Oracle

We take the point of view that |E| is “small”, and so we explicitly store x as a vector in RE . Denote
m = |E|. Let h denote an upper bound on the height of L , so that any chain in L has at most h
cuts. We think of |L | as being “big”, possibly exponential in m, so we do not have an explicit list of
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cuts and their r-values. We represent WACP with an oracle for (P) that when given a vector x, either
verifies that x is feasible, or returns a constraint violated by x. In Ellipsoid terms, it is a separation
routine (see [GLS88]). We use this oracle to generate interesting cuts in L as needed. We keep
only a list of the current positive cuts and their respective y values. A “small” E and “big” L is
consistent with most applications of this model. Formally the oracle is:

O
(
x
)

when given x ∈ RE
+, returns either a violating cut D with x(D) < rD (together with rD), or

the statement that every D ∈L satisfies primal feasibility, i.e., (OPT i).

Let CO denote the time for one call to O
(
x
)
. The results in [GLS88] imply that O

(
x
)

is enough to
get a strongly polynomial algorithm for WACP. However, Ellipsoid cannot produce integral optimal
solutions to the dual in TDI problems, i.e., integral optimal cut packing y for (D). Let C be an upper
bound on the ce and set rmax = maxD∈L rD so the size of the data is logC + logrmax. A pseudopoly-
nomial bound can involve C, rmax, m, h, and CO, a weakly polynomial bound can involve logC,
logrmax, m, h, and CO, and a strongly polynomial bound can involve only m, h, and CO.

3 Outer Framework of the Algorithm

The outer framework of our algorithm is similar to the WAF algorithm in [MMc08]. Both algo-
rithms can be viewed as special cases of the Primal-Dual Algorithm (a.k.a. Successive Shortest
Path). In both cases we relax the “submodular constraints” with RHS r by relaxing r to r−λ for
scalar parameter λ . However, since WACP is the blocking dual of WAF, it interchanges the roles of
primal and dual, so the relaxed r constraint is in the dual of WAF, but in the primal here.

The relaxed constraint is x(D) ≥ rD − λ ; defining gapλ (D) = x(D)− rD + λ (usually just
gap(D)) this is gap(D) ≥ 0. The relaxed problem replaces (OPT i–iii) by (OPT(λ ) i) gap(D) ≥ 0;
(OPT(λ ) ii) yD ·gap(D) = 0; and (OPT(λ ) iii) xe · (ce−y(e)) = 0. Define the sublattice (or abstract
sub-network) L (λ ) := {D ∈L | gap(D) = 0}.

Lemma 3.1. L (λ ) is a consecutive modular sublattice of L .

Proof. (C1) is trivially satisfied as L (λ ) ⊆L . To prove that L (λ ) satisfies (C2) with equality,
consider D,T ∈ L (λ ). Then gap(D∨ T ) + gap(D∧ T ) ≥ 0 follows from primal feasibility. On
the other hand, the submodularity of L and the supermodularity of r−λ1T imply gap(D∨T )+
gap(D∧T )≤ gap(D)+gap(T ) = 0.

Idea of the algorithm: At iteration i the algorithm computes optimal integral solutions x(i) and
y(i) for the relaxed problems (P(i)) and (D(i)) which arise from (P) and (D) by replacing r by r−λi.
The initial value of λ is λ0 = rmax. Notice that x(0) = y(0) = 0 are optimal for λ0, and that if
λk = 0, then x(k) and y(k) are optimal to (P) and (D). We will show that the λi’s are positive integers
satisfying λi > λi+1 for i = 1, . . ., and so the algorithm terminates after at most rmax steps with
optimal solutions. The algorithm also monotonically increases 1T y, which is bounded by O(mC).
We can show that O(m) iterations suffice to strictly increase 1T y, and so O(m2C) iterations overall.
Then Section 3.2 and Theorem 4.2 imply the pseudo-polynomial bound:

Theorem 3.1. The algorithm solves WACP in O(min{rmax,m2C} logrmax(m+CO)(m ·CO+h(m+
h))) time.
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3.1 Detailed Algorithm

Initialization: The algorithm starts with λ0 = rmax, and the optimal solutions x(0) = 0 and y(0) = 0
of (P(0)) and (D(0)), resp.

General step (i→ i+1): The step begins with an optimal integral solution x(i) of (P(i)), an optimal
integral solution y(i) of (D(i)) whose support forms a chain in L , the “restricted” elements R(i) =
{e ∈ E | x(i)

e > 0}, and the consecutive modular sublattice (see Lemma 3.1) L (λi) = L (i). Notice
that (OPT(λ ) iii) requires that when xe > 0, then y(e) = ce. Thus we must find a cut packing y
that preserves y(e) = ce on R(i). The algorithm calls a subroutine (see Section 4) to find an optimal
solution p∗ ∈ {−1,0,1}E of the restricted abstract shortest path problem

(RASPi) min{cT p | p(D)≥ 1 (D ∈L (i)), pe ≥ 0 (e 6∈ R(i))},

and an optimal solution z∗ ∈ ZL (i)
of the “restricted abstract cut packing problem”

(RACPi) max
z≥0
{1T z | z(e)≤ ce (e ∈ E), z(e) = ce (e ∈ R(i))},

whose support forms a chain in L . Moreover, the algorithm computes an integral step length
0 < θi ≤ λi.

Update: It then updates y(i+1)← z∗, x(i+1)← x(i) +θi p∗, and λi+1← λi−θi.

Note that RASPi has RHS 1, and so RASP really is a type of Shortest Path problem that is
being used to find an update direction p∗ for x. RACPi is an unweighted version of WACP being
used to find the new y. As we will see in Section 4, our algorithm for RACP and RASP is quite
different from the corresponding algorithm for WAF’s restricted subproblems in [MMc08]. But
before we consider RACP and RASP, we show how to determine a suitable step length θ , and show
that (provided that the restricted problems can be solved) at each iteration i the algorithm finds
optimal integral primal and dual solutions for the relaxed problems (P(i)) and (D(i)).

3.2 The Choice of Step Length θ

Each iteration starts with a feasible integral solution x for a current integral λ , an integral RACP z∗

whose support forms a chain, and an integral optimal RASP p∗. For simplicity, denote λ i and xi by λ

and x, and λ i+1 and xi+1 by λ ′ and x′. Define gap′(D) = x′(D)−r(D)+λ ′= gap(D)−θ(1− p∗(D)).
Then the algorithm chooses θ maximal such that (1)–(3) are satisfied:

(1) θ ≤ λ (to ensure λ ′ ≥ 0),

(2) θ ≤min{xe | p∗(e) < 0} (to ensure x′ ≥ 0), and

(3) θ ≤min{ gap(D)
1−p∗(D) | p∗(D)≤ 0} (to ensure that x′(D)≥ r(D)−λ ′, i.e., gap′(D)≥ 0).

Theorem 3.2. This θ is a positive integer, and x′ is an integral feasible solution.
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Since λ is an integer and p∗(e) < 0 only if xe > 0, if θ is determined by (1) or (2) it is clearly
an integer. Suppose instead that θ is determined by (3). We show that in this case there exists
a minimizer D0 of the constraint in (3) with p∗(D0) = 0. Since gap(D) > 0 for all D ∈ L with
p∗(D) ≤ 0, this would imply that θ = gap(D0) is a positive integer. The following lemmas prove
that such a D0 exists.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose

θ = min{ gap(D)
1− p∗(D)

| p∗(D)≤ 0}< min{xe | p∗(e) < 0},

and let D,Q satisfy gap′(D) = gap′(Q) = 0. Then for V ∈ {D∨Q,D∧Q}: (i) gap′(V ) = 0; (ii)
p∗(D)+ p∗(Q) = p∗(D∨Q)+ p∗(D∧Q); (iii) θ = gap(V )

1−p∗(V ) if p∗(V ) 6= 1; and (iv) p∗(V )≤ 1.

Proof. Note that the choice of θ implies x′ ≥ 0, and so gap′ = x′− r + λ ′ is submodular. The
choice of θ ensures that gap′ ≥ 0, so that 0 = gap′(D)+gap′(Q)≥ gap′(D∨Q)+gap′(D∧Q)≥ 0,
implying (i). However, this equality holds only if all e ∈ supp(x′) are modular in the sublattice
{D,Q,D∨Q,D∧Q}. Since supp(p∗)⊆ supp(x′) by our assumption, property (ii) follows. Finally,
(iii) and (iv) follow from gap′ = gap−θ(1− p∗) and gap≥ 0.

In order to prove that there exists a D0 such that θ = gap(D0) whenever (3) determines θ ,
we consider a chain C ′ = {Qk ≺ ·· · ≺ Q1 ≺ Q0} in L (λ ) = {D ∈ L | x(D) = r(D)− λ} with
p∗(Qi) = 1 for all Qi ∈ C ′. We will see below how to choose such a chain. It will follow as a
consequence of the subroutines described in Section 4 that (P1) Qk∩{e ∈ E | p∗(e) < 0}= /0 and
(P2) p∗(D)≥ 0 whenever Qi � D� Qi+1(i = k, . . . ,1). These properties are used in:

Lemma 3.3. Let θ be as in Lemma 3.2 and let D0 be a minimizer with largest value p∗(D0).
Moreover, assume that D0 is maximal w.r.t. � among all such lattice elements. Then p∗(D0) = 0.

Thus Lemma 3.3 proves Theorem 3.2. We use this to compute θ using binary search in
O(logrmax(m+ CO)) time.

Corollary 3.1. y′ = z∗ and x′ are integral optimal solutions of (P(λ ′)) and (D(λ ′)).

Proof. The feasibility of x′ follows from Theorem 3.2. To show that y′ = z∗ is feasible, we need to
show that ∑D∈L :e∈D z∗(D)≤ ce ∀e∈E. However, this immediately follows from ∑D∈L :e∈D z∗(D)=
∑D∈L (λ ):e∈D z∗(D) (as supp(z∗)⊆L (λ )⊆L ).

It remains to show that z∗ and x′ satisfy the complementary slackness conditions (OPT(λ ) ii–iii).
To prove (OPT(λ ) iii), observe that x′e can only be positive if either xe > 0 or p∗e > 0. In the former,
e ∈ R implying z∗(e) = ce. In the latter, z∗(e) = ce follows from the complementary slackness of z∗

and p∗. To prove (OPT(λ ) ii), note that z∗(D) > 0 implies that D∈L (λ ) and p∗(D) = 1 (again, by
complementary slackness of z∗ and p∗). It follows that x′(D) = x(D)+ θ p∗(D) = r(D)−λ + θ =
r(D)−λ ′.

3.3 Polynomial Algorithm via Scaling

To make the algorithm polynomial, in theory we could choose to scale either the rewards rD or the
costs ce. It is not clear how to scale the rD so that submodularity is preserved. Hence we scale
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the costs to get a (weakly) polynomial algorithm for WACP. Recall that C is the largest cost of any
element, and set b = blog2Cc= O(logC). For 0≤ k ≤ b+1, define ck

e = bce/2kc, the k-th scale of
c. Thus cb+1 = 0, cb is a 0–1 vector, and c0 = c.

In Theorem 3.1, when C = 1 the algorithm is polynomial. Clearly 2y and x are optimal for
capacities 2cb. Note that 2cb is “close” to cb−1 in the sense that cb−1

e − 2cb
e is 0 or 1 for all e ∈ E.

Define the set of elements whose capacities need to be incremented at scale k as I(k) = {e | ck−1
e −

2ck
e = 1}, and χ(e) ∈ RE as the characteristic vector of e. We would like to replace c′ = cb by

c′ + χ(e) for each e ∈ I(b) and then modify the optimal x, y for c′ to a new optimal x′, y′ for
c′+ χ(e). Notice that if xe = 0, then y′ = y and x′ = x are again optimal for c′+ χ(e), and so the
algorithm first deletes all such elements from I(b). The challenge is to modify x and y so they
are optimal for r and c + χ( f ), for f ∈ I(k). If y changes it does so on a generalized type of cut
containing f which is a symmetric difference of cuts.

To deal with this we re-use the techniques of the RASP/RACP subroutine in Section 4. We
reconstruct the auxiliary graphs from there and change f so it is no longer tight. Essentially the same
analysis shows that the subroutine can construct a new optimal solution in O(m ·CO + h(m + h))
time. Since |I(k)|= O(m) this leads to the weakly polynomial result that:

Theorem 3.3. The scaling algorithm solves WACP in O((m logC+m2 logrmax(m+CO))(m ·CO+
h(m+h))) time.

4 Solving the Restricted Problems

We now develop an algorithm to solve the restricted problems (RASPi) and (RACPi). Its outline is:

Step 1: Determine an initial RACP z∗ whose support forms a chain in L (i).

Step 2: Based on the chain supp(z∗), construct an auxiliary digraph G. It will turn out that (RASPi) is
equivalent to a generalized shortest path problem (defined later) in G.

Step 3: Find a generalized s, t-path in G corresponding to an RASP p∗ which uses only elements in
E∗ := {e ∈ E | z∗(e) = ce}.

Step 4: If z∗ and p∗ are not complementary slack, i.e., if p∗ is not tight on cuts in the support of z∗,
update z∗ along the path p∗ and return to Step 2.

The algorithm maintains the invariants that supp(z∗) is a chain, and each cut D ∈L (i) is covered
by at least one element e ∈ E∗.

4.1 Step 1: Finding an Initial RACP

Given an optimal y(i) for (D(i)) and the sublattice L (i), we initialize z∗ = y(i), uncrossing as neces-
sary to obtain a chain (supp(z∗),�) in L (i). In a general step, let E∗ denote the tight elements of z∗.
As long as O

(
χ(E∗)

)
returns some D ∈L (i) with D∩E∗ = /0, increase z∗(D) until one additional

constraint gets tight. Again, uncross to obtain a chain (supp(z∗),�). This costs O(m ·CO) time.
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4.2 Step 2: Construction of the Auxiliary Digraph

Set L̂ (i) = L (i)∪{C0}, where C0 = /0 is a “dummy” maximal element. We construct our auxiliary
digraph G = (V̂ ,A,w) as follows: we extend chain supp(z∗) arbitrarily to a maximal chain C =
{Ck ≺ . . .≺C1 ≺C0}, and assign a vertex i for each cut Ci in the chain C . To define the arc set A,
we observe that (by the modularity of L̂ (i)) each element e ∈ E occurs in at least one cut Ci ∈ C .
Further, we observe that (by consecutivity) each element e ∈ E occurs consecutively in C . Thus,
each element e∈ E uniquely defines two vertices ue,ve ∈ V̂ such that e∈Cue \Cue+1 and Cve+1 \Cve .
We define our arc set by drawing an arc (ue,ve) of weight ce for each e ∈ E. Additionally, we add a
backward arc (ve,ue) of weight −ce for each restricted element e ∈ R(i). Let R̃(i) denote the added
copy of R(i), and w the resulting weight function on the arcs. In our figures we draw the vertices
V̂ = {s = k,k−1, . . . ,1,0 = t} from bottom to top, i.e., vertex i is below vertex j iff i > j. Moreover,
we assume that the arcs corresponding to elements in E are black, and the arcs corresponding to the
restricted elements are red (see Figure 1). Thus all black arcs are directed upwards, and all red arcs
are directed downwards. Also, each Ci ∈C corresponds to the ordinary cut δ ({s,k−1,k−2, . . . , i})
in G. The black arcs are the outgoing arcs, and the red (“backward”) arcs are the incoming arcs.

2

C1

C2

C3

C1

C2

C3

d′

c,d,d′

b,c

a,b

d

t

b

a

s

c1

Figure 1: Chain (C ,�) with d ∈ R(i), and auxiliary digraph G = (V̂ ,A)

We also consider the shrunk graph G∗ which is constructed similarly, except that it uses supp(z∗)
instead of an extension of supp(z∗) as the basis of the construction. Note that G∗ arises from G if
we contract vertices i and i−1 whenever Ci 6∈ C . We denote by G̃ and G̃∗ the subgraphs of G and
G∗ that contain only the tight arcs of G and G∗, respectively. Note that all red arcs are tight, and
any s, t-path in G̃∗ is complementary slack with z∗. However, it is not sufficient to simply compute
an s, t-path in G̃∗, since an s, t-path in G̃∗ does not necessarily correspond to a RASP. But if G̃ does
contain an s, t-path, then each cut is hit and it is also complementary slack with z∗. However, it
might be possible that G̃ does not contain an s, t-path despite (RASPi) having an optimal solution.
Since z∗ is a chain, G and G∗ have O(h) vertices, so constructing them costs O(h+m) time.

Definition 4.1. Given digraph G = (V ∪{t},A,w) with source s ∈V and sink t, a poset P = (V,�)
(with unique minimal element s ∈V ) on V , and the collection of ideals D(P) = {I ⊆V | i ∈ I, j �
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i implies j ∈ I}, we define

(GSP) min{wT p | p(δ+(I))− p(δ−(I))≥ 1, ∀I ∈D(P), p≥ 0}.

Note that (GSP) is a special instance of a submodular flow problem so that polynomial algo-
rithms exist. However, we provide a much simpler algorithm for this special case in Section 4.3.
We call W = {e1, . . . ,en} ⊆ 2A a generalized s,v-path in G, if tail(e1) = s, head(en) = v and
tail(ei+1)� head(ei) for all i = 2, . . . ,n.

Lemma 4.1. The incidence vector p of a generalized s, t-path W is a feasible solution of (GSP).

Proof. Add a blue arc (u,v) of cost zero to G whenever v≺ u in the poset (V,�) induced by (L̂ ,�).
Then any generalized s, t-path in G corresponds to an ordinary s, t-path in this extended graph using
a blue arc whenever tail(ei+1)≺ head(ei).

Now suppose the ideal I ⊆ V is violated by p, i.e., we have p(δ+(I))− p(δ−(I)) < 1. Then,
since p is a {0,1}-vector, there must exist a blue arc (u,v) ∈ δ+(I), meaning that u ∈ I and v 6∈ I.
However, this contradicts the property of ideals that u ∈ I, v≺ u⇒ v ∈ I.

Assuming that D 6= T whenever D is a lower neighbor of T in (L (i),�) (D is a lower neighbor
of T if D� T and D� S� T implies D = S or D = T ), we use the modularity of L (i) to show that
L (i) is a distributive lattice. Thus, by Birkhoff’s Theorem [B91], the cuts in the maximal chain C
(and thus the vertices of G) correspond to a linear extension of the join-irreducible elements in the
lattice L (i) (recall that D ∈L (i) is join-irreducible if D = S∨T implies D = S or D = T ).

Theorem 4.1. Let P = (V,�) be the induced poset on the join-irreducible cuts of (L (i),�). Then
any feasible solution p̂ of (GSP) corresponds to a RASP p∗ of the same objective value.

Note that we can assume w.l.o.g. that p̂ satisfies min{p̂(e), p̂(e′)} = 0 for each e ∈ R(i). The
RASP p∗ is then obtained from p̂ by setting p∗(e) = p̂(e) if e ∈ E \R(i), p∗(e) = p̂(e) if e ∈ R(i) and
p̂(e)≥ 0, and p∗(e) =−p̂(e′) if e′ ∈ R̃(i) and p̂(e′) > 0.

4.3 Step 3: Finding a Generalized Path on Tight Arcs

To find a generalized s, t-path that is complementary slack with z∗, we need to look for a generalized
path in the subgraph G̃ consisting of the tight arcs in G. Note that G̃ contains a generalized s, t-path
(otherwise there exists a cut D ∈L (i) not containing any tight element). Also, all generalized s, t-
paths in G̃ have the same cost (as the arcs are tight). A breadth-first-search (BFS) tree in G̃ starting
in s corresponds to s,v-paths to all vertices v ∈ V̂ that are reachable on ordinary paths in G̃. We
construct a generalized s, t-path in G̃ with the following:

Generalized path algorithm: First, apply BFS to find all vertices reachable from s on an ordinary
path of tight arcs, i.e., construct a tree T in G̃ rooted at s. If t 6∈ T , add blue arcs from all vertices in
the tree to lower neighbours in the underlying poset that are not in T . Then extend the current tree
using these new arcs. Iterate until t is in the tree.

This algorithm terminates with a generalized s, t-path P. For further analysis, we extend our
graphs by additional blue arcs (u,v) of cost zero whenever v ≺ u. These blue arcs are directed
downwards (as i ≺ j implies i > j for any two vertices i, j ∈ V̂ .) Note that a generalized s, t-path
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P is an ordinary s, t-path on black, red and blue arcs in G̃ when extended by these blue arcs. Since
any generalized path P is feasible by Lemma 4.1, and since it is optimal whenever it is an ordinary
path in G̃∗ (by complementary slackness), if the generalized s, t-path P contains no blue arc in G̃∗,
then P corresponds to a shortest RASP, and z∗ corresponds to a maximum RACP. The BFS costs
O(m+h) time.

Recall that in order to prove that the step length θ is integer, we needed a chain {Ql ≺ ·· · ≺
Q0} satisfying (P1) and (P2). We can show that C ′ = {C ∈ C | p∗(C) = 1} (for the RASP p∗

corresponding to the GSP P) is such a desired chain. Thus, if the generalized s, t-path P returned
by the algorithm above contains no blue arc in G̃∗, we are done. Otherwise, the generalized path P
tells us how to update the cut packing z∗.

4.4 Step 4: Update of the RACP

Let G̃∗ denote the shrunk subgraph of G̃ corresponding to the chain supp(z∗)∪C0 =Cr ≺ ·· · ≺C1 ≺
C0. Let s = vr, . . . ,v1,v0 = t denote the vertices of G̃∗, A∗∪R∗ denote the black and red tight arcs,
B∗ denote the added blue arcs, and P∗ be the restriction of the generalized s, t-path P to the arcs in
the shrunk graph G̃∗. If P∗ contains a blue arc (i.e., if the RASP p∗ corresponding to P and z∗ does
not satisfy complementary slackness), we update z∗ as below.

We write v ≥ w if v lies below w in our representation of G̃∗. Note that the blue arcs of P∗

correspond to the cuts in the support on which the path is not necessarily tight. Let b1 be the first
blue arc in P∗ ∩B∗, e1 be the first black predecessor of b1 in P∗ ∩A∗, and f1 be the first black
successor of b1 in A∗∩P∗ (see Figure 2). Then u = tail( f1)≥ v = head(b1)≥ w = head(e1). Then
for each arc e ∈ A∗ ∪R∗ ∪B∗, there exist exactly two vertices je ≤ ie such that e ∈C je+1 \C je and
e ∈Cie \Cie+1. Namely, je = head(e) and ie = tail(e) if e black, and ie = head(e) and je = tail(e) if
e blue or red.

w
Cw

Cv

Cu+1

b1

e1

f1

+

−

+

v

u

Figure 2: First update of z∗.
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Sketch of the update algorithm: The problem is that Cv is in the support of z∗ with p∗(Cv) > 1.
We first update z∗ by subtracting ε = min{z∗(D) |D ∈ supp(z∗)} from z∗(Cv), and adding ε to both,
z∗(Cw) and z∗(Cu+1) without violating the arcs e1 and f1. However, this update might violate other
arcs in G̃∗. We say that a black arc e is violated by z∗ if z∗(e) > ce, and that a red arc e′ is violated
if z∗(e′) < ce holds. (If z∗(e′) > ce for a red arc, then z∗(e) > ce also holds for its black copy e, so
that we need to repair it anyway.) Note that, after this first update, a black arc e is violated exactly
if for its head je and its tail ie one of the following three holds: (1) ie < u and w < je, or (2) ie < u
and u≤ je ≤ v, or (3) v < ie ≤ w and w≤ je.

Since G̃∗ does not contain an ordinary s, t-path (i.e., one without blue arcs), either ie (and thus
je) is not reachable from s on an ordinary path, or t cannot be reached from je on an ordinary path.
In the former case, we can repair e by subtracting ε from z∗(Cie) and adding it to z∗(Cie+1). This
operation could cause new arcs to be violated. However, a black arc can only be violated by this
operation if its head is ie. Moreover, since ie is not reachable on an ordinary path from s, the tail of
this new violated arc is also not reachable from s, and we can do the same repairing operation at its
tail. This procedure terminates after at most |supp(z∗)| ≤ h steps as ie is not reachable from s.

In the latter case, i.e., if t cannot be reached on an ordinary path from je, then we can repair
e at its head je, i.e., we subtract ε from z∗(C je+1) and add it to z∗(C je). Then, (similar arguments
as above), these operations violate a black arc exactly if its tail is je, and we know that there is no
ordinary path from its head to t. Thus, we can repair it with the same operation at its head. This
procedure terminates after at most |supp(z∗)| ≤ h steps as t is not reachable from je. In the case
when a red arc is violated, we can repair it at its head ie by adding ε to z∗(Cie) and subtracting it
from z∗(Cie+1).

It is not hard to see that none of the arcs can be violated twice. Thus, after O(m) operations we
arrive at a feasible cut packing z∗ of better objective value. Instead of choosing ε as the minimum
value of all cuts in the support of z∗ it suffices to choose ε as the minimum of all cuts on which we
subtract ε . This way, we ensure that at least one cut vanishes from the support of z∗, so that we need
at most |V |= O(h) update calls.

Theorem 4.2. This algorithm finds an optimal RASP and RACP in O(m ·CO +h(m+h)) time.

5 Final Thoughts

We developed the first combinatorial polynomial algorithm for Weighted Abstract Cut Packing,
one important case of lattice polyhedra. There are some further questions here: Our algorithm is
weakly polynomial; is there a way to make it strongly polynomial? There is another variation of
lattice polyhedra in [HS78] with r submodular and L being consecutive supermodular. Is there a
combinatorial polynomial algorithm also for this case? Gröflin and Hoffman [GH82] extended the
lattice polyhedra model further to {0,±1}matrices, and again showed that these were TDI. Can we
get a combinatorial polynomial algorithm also for this case?
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